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Abstract

Low vision is currently a public health problem. It is worrying that the adult population has the highest levels of low vision impairment in the world. It is unknown how this reality affects Costa Rica, socially and productively, as there are no references in this regard; therefore, it is essential to conduct a specific analysis for our region.

Objective: To determine the prevalence of low vision in older adults in the District of San Isidro from El General, Pérez Zeledón, Costa Rica.

Materials and methods: Cross-sectional study 186 seniors were weighed up through random sampling. A visit was made to each of their homes, and their visual acuity was assessed. Those who showed abnormal results were referred to an optometric practice in order to evaluate their low vision with specialized equipment.

Results: A total of eight patients (4.3%) with low vision were diagnosed. The cause in four of them was cataract.

Conclusion: Although the prevalence of low vision found in older adults was lower than expected, there is a possibility that medical care is not the best, as their health care needs are not covered and chronic diseases are predominant among them. The lack of information about low vision contextualized for Costa Rica was also confirmed, as well as the importance of developing more epidemiological and clinical research on this topic.
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Introduction

Low vision is a concept that has long it was known by the end of sub normal vision; however, this criterion was amended by the World Health Organization (WHO) 1992. Today the following notion is used.

A person with low vision is one that has a commitment to its visual function even after having received medical, surgical or conventional refractive correction (glasses, contact lenses...) and having (best eye) visual acuity less than 20/60 (6/18, 0.3) to light perception.

and/or field visual less than 10 degrees from its point of fixation, but who uses or is potentially able to use their vision to plan or execute some task. (Espinoza, 2012)

According to WHO figures, it is known that in the world. There are approximately 285 million people visually impaired, of which 39 million. They have legally blind and 246 million have low vision.

Another study notes that the world population 1996 there were 45 million blind people and 135 million suffering from low vision; later estimated that the projected population in 2020 there will be about 76 million blind. These estimates indicate that the global magnitude of the visually impaired will double during the period 1990-2020, and this issue was that in 1999 he led to the launch of Vision 2020 (WHO, 2008).

Globally, uncorrected refractive errors corrected are the most important cause of visually impaired, but income countries medium and low, cataracts remain the leading cause of blindness. The number of people with visual impairments attributable to diseases, It has declined significantly in infectious the last twenty years. 80% of the world total of cases of visual impairment can be avoided or cure (WHO, 2012).

Among the epidemiological history of the low vision, Scheiman., et al. (2007) mention that in the United States the leading cause of blindness and visual impairment in the Hispanic population is the glaucoma, followed by cataract and macular degeneration related to age (AMD). According to a study in Latin America [12]. (Purtado., et al. 2012), cataract is the leading cause of blindness and visual impairment. The researchers conclude that the true economic cost of blindness and visual impairment in Latin America is not known.

In this regard they refer to the use of a simple model based on lost wages and estimate the annual economic damage for the Latin American region are between eight and twenty-nine million dollars; but these figures do not include the cost of care, disability payments, losses economic family, etc.

To Costa Rica according to the National Council Rehabilitation and Special Education (CNREE) There are approximately 270,091 people disability. At the 2000 census of the National Institute Statistics and Census (INEC) was blindness the most common, with an estimated 82 932, which representing a value higher than 30% of total disability. This result is calculated considering that Costa Rica has had a population growth Exponential 1960 to 2000, which suggests there is still that behaviour (Agency Japan International Cooperation [JICA]and CNREE, 2007). The calculation is general and not to each of the 81 counties that make up the Republic of Costa Rica.

As it highlighted above legal Law 7600, Law equal opportunities for people with disability, which clearly defines word the 2nd in his article as "Any deficiency physical, mental or sensory impairment that substantially limits one or more major activities an individual". This definition also covers visual and hearing impairments, and not only the person with technical assistance wheelchair.

The law in question is expressed in its Article 4, referring to the responsibilities of the State, through the formulation of plans and projects and ensuring access to establishments the basic conditions.

It is therefore substantial infrastructure that has the requirements for this population, in order to equal conditions of access and opportunity.

Thus, responsible for certifying quality and strict compliance with specifications the technical aid given in state institutions or distributed in the market is the Ministry of Health, which, it must also control and monitor the provisions relevant contained in the law are met, for the benefit of key stakeholders.

Equal opportunities, achieve a disabled person is independent in their daily lives, is an example of awareness and governmental and community awareness. This is not only non-discrimination, but also the inclusion of the individual, able to participate in cultural


activities and social (Chapter VII) and also have the opportunity to understand what is expressed by means of communication systems or systems language or hearing aids for proper interpretation.

In the case of visual impairment and low vision, and these issues of health interest, in particular because the eye is a sensory organ that relates directly to the individual environment, technical support is vital. Act 7600, Articles 128, 136 and 412 et seq ago reference travel facilities and contextual interpretation: traffic lights with sound, sidewalks with suitable dimensions, using colours contrasting braille and guide dogs, which it should not be ignored or denied.

Regarding the city of Perez Zeledonlacks studies showing the number of affected and the reality experienced by people low vision. Furthermore, there is not at the level public or private level, with a model of care multidisciplinary approach to these patients. This justifies the need for a study that shows the prevalence of low vision. The objective of this research was to determine the prevalence of low vision in the elderly population of San Isidro.

Materials and Methods

Type of study

A descriptive cross-sectional study

Population we studied seniors (people 65 or more years old) living in San Isidro the General, Perez Zeledon, in the second half of 2012, who were selected in the database of technical assistants Primary health care (ATAPS) of the Costa Rican Social Security Fund (CCSS). A total of 1915 people registered. These study blind seniors were excluded, those who do not voluntarily agreed to part of the investigation, adults who secure givers were not allowed to participate in this analysis, those with altered initial results they decided not to continue in the study and those who had disabilities mind that allowed not to give credence to they are giving answers.

Sample

He proceeded to perform the calculation of the sample using the formula to detect prevalence. For this purpose the program was used Win Episcope free access, software used for quantitative epidemiology, which is suitable both the design and analysis of studies Epidemiological and to help education quantitative epidemiology. He started as parameters an expected prevalence of 15%, an error of 5% and a confidence level of 95%. The sample was defined by 186 seniors.

A random stratified system was used taking as basic equipment strata integrand health care (Ebais) area of health Perez Zeledon. The list of people for the study was collected by means of a sampling random stratified by family record of the ATAPS records possessing the health area Perez Zeledon CGSS. The size of each layer was proportional to the distribution of seniors as their Ebais.

Each person is assigned a number and the unit sampling defined by a sampling Simple random for each stratum. Randomness I never was altered since the names obtained each Ebais was provided by the visiting cards household used by ATAPS. He assigned a consecutive number that corresponded to the percentage that accounted for the sample Ebais total; the consecutive number which was followed in the search for names on the different tabs family visits until the total number of persons for each district.

When it was not possible to locate a senior he replaced it with another located in the same sector. When for some reason he was not found an elder in his house, she replaced by the elderly who lived closer thence. No non-response was given, because they always sought to find the size of it is shown to provide greater statistical power to investigation.

Materials

To carry out this research was designed a structured interview, with spaces in its end portion, to record the results of screening of visual acuity. This interview was applied the 186 adults selected for the greatest sample. In addition, information was obtained important related factors associated with low vision, such as: conditions chronic metabolic and eye health history and visual. They were mostly
The primer was used to measure vision the test was far EDTRS and Read and Peim bloom system for illiterate (Medina, et al. 2008). For executing tests was chosen with in an area home to tell an infrastructure adequate physical health (good lighting and a distance of six meters) and there is practiced a power of visual acuity in far vision, of as usual, without correction or her if that any.

Another instrument used was the story low vision clinic Optics Valley a collection instrument that was designed following international recommendations (American Optometric Association, 2007). With it was an eye assessment in those adults older whose results were altered in the screening of visual acuity.

For the application of both instruments will be decided receive the cooperation of graduates Optometry, because they are considered professionals suitable for that activity (Law 3838 of 1966). One member of the research team and the other a hired and trained professional by the research team for this sole purpose.

**Method**

**Step I**

The homes of selected adults were visited for the sample. Once these accepted collaborate with the study, they proceeded to search space within their homes that have good lighting and where you could locate the charts distant to a point equal to six meters vision.

**Step II**

Each adult evaluated was asked to sit down. Then, with the occlude provided by one of the researchers, it was asked previously gourd his left eye and began saying the lines with letters or numbers larger observed with his right eye open. After this proceeded to do the same, this time occluding the right eye. Last he scored in the instrument line seen by the patient. Having assessed the so monocular visual acuity, was asked to adult to repeat the process, now without occlusion, or what is the same, with both eyes open. If the result was less than 20/60 proceeded to run pinhole test (Carlson, et al. 1994), and if the result was superior to 20/60, screening would have ended at that time, considering him undisturbed. Subsequently, the adult witnesses before signing the consent reported, in which he explained the objective of this investigation and therefore the importance of altruism shown by him or her at the time. In cases where the elderly could not sign were their relatives or carers who served as witnesses of the visit.

**Step III**

When the result was lower stenopeicat 20/60, you will be referred to Optics Valley, located in San Isidro Perez Zeledon, where they proceeded to the evaluation of low vision condition Patient screening altered product General developed.

**Step IV**

With altered screened patients were performed basic tests to determine whether they were patients’ low vision or simply required a new optical prescription. Among the tests with a systematic order that is madestand (Macnaughton, 2006):

1. A wide-ranging interview where sought to measure possible visual commitments on vision distant and near vision. The answers of the elderly evaluated clinically they were collected on clinical history low vision. Most answers structured interview are dichotomous and seek to understand the implications of the low vision in far vision, mobility and displacement, near vision activities daily and academic life, lighting, sensitivity, Contrast and work activities and sports.
2. Assessment of contrast sensitivity with Hamilton and the system where possible the VCTS/SWCT/ FACT.
3. Assessment of colour vision with the instrument Farnsworth D 15.
4. Rating tangent screen perimetry.


5. Assessment of central vision fields the grids Amsler.
6. Ophthalmoscopic evaluation, keratometry, refraction and visual acuity with instruments and basic automatic available to the optical in which patients were evaluated.

Refraction was an important assessment because was crucial to determine if visual acuity improved optical prescription. If so is, He incorporated in or out of the patient ranges WHO has established the new nomenclature for concepts and definitions such as: moderate visual impairment (VA <20/60-20/200), deficits ever visual (AV < 20/200-20/400) and blindness(VA<20/400) in the better eye (WHO, 2009).

Additionally, it is noteworthy that nobe objective of this research rehabilitation, in those with whom it was possible to use optical and non-optical aids, these were used in order to present more comprehensive results help patients in the guide that should continue as visually impaired.

Definition of variables
The research variables are those differences given the reality of patients screened, which could make the difference between either when a differential diagnosis between low vision absent or present. Variables they were classified as follows:
A. Sociodemographic variables: age, place of residence, sex and occupation.
B. Medical Variables: these include various pathologies chronic closely related with the elderly, such as diabetes mellitus, hypertension, Dyslipidemia syndrome, smoking and other diseases.
C. Optometric Variables: This category He found out about the use of glasses, the sharpness visual, visual and if received eye care specialized.

Results
It was sieved to 186 seniors, of which 58.6% were women whose average age was 74.3 years (SD = 7.3; Min = 65. Max = 72.). The distribution by age group for all individuals studied is shown in Table 1. Moreover, 36% of older adults’ said be diagnosed with diabetes; diagnosed with Dyslipidemia 44.9%. Similarly, 60.8% are 48.38% had hypertension and other diseases. 9.7% of all adults have a history smoking.

5.4% of adults report having received attention eye. Of these, 35.9% had previous diagnosis of cataract, glaucoma 7.8%and 1.94% with diabetic retinopathy. Of which they have received eye care, 48.5%see generally ophthalmological control, and is the Dr. Escalante Pradilla Hospital Perez Zeledon which it provides eye care to 63.1%of those who have been consulted.

In addition, 90.3% of seniors use lenses or glasses and they employ 49.4%daily. Of those with glasses, 82.1%claim to see very closely with these, 75.6% reported see well from afar. Finally, 9.1% of seniors they gave an altered test result (Less than 20/60 in the better eye visual acuity); Of these, 47.15% are confirmed with low vision.

There were a total of eight seniors with diagnosis low vision. It’s important to mention the low number of cases found limited the study beyond inferential statistics; it is in this case the prevalence ratio and confidence intervals statistical data more relevant. Confidence intervals CI, the value of significance and validity 95% is obtained accepted in this epidemiological study. Of the eight positive all age 73, but most cases occur in people with over 80 years of age (Table 1).

According to statistical tests were performed concludes that the absence of a Chi square near zero, documented the existence of agreement between observed and expected frequencies. Thus, the null hypothesis of the research is accepted.


Chi square difference between different percentage values obtained in intervals IC trusted makes the significance that expressed in Table 1. The average age among older adults diagnosed low vision is 86 years (SD = 5.2). Of the eight positive with low vision are 75% men and 25% of these cases are in the area. Attraction of Ebais San Isidro Centro, place in which had the highest frequency cases. Within medical variables presenting eight adults who tested positive, was found the 37.5% reported having diabetes, 50% one said they were hypertensive and 25.0% expressed be dyslipidemic. They reported suffering of others problems 37%, and 87.5% of them never they have smoked.

Regarding the optometric variables, it stands that 87.5% of patients say they received eye care; of these, 42.9% had cataract diagnosis and have already received attention for it at the local hospital for more than two years. 28.6% in the diagnosis of adult, it is glaucoma. Additionally, a percentage as you has not defined your problem. Of which receiving care, 71.4% do Hospital Escalante Pradilla de Perez Zeledon. 75% of screened have lenses but only 33.3% of these uses them daily. Of the sieved users who wear glasses, 100% state not having a satisfactory visual acuity near vision, and 87.5% say they look good from afar with them. Describing clinical categories eight positive patients are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>IC 95 (%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weakness Visual Moderate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.78-31.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness Visual Severe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.78-31.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42.81-57.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Clinical classification of seniors diagnosed with low vision. San Isidro district El General, Perez Zeledon, second half of 2012.

Source: Made by myself.

In the clinical category of moderate visual weakness they were identified as positive two men. In one epidemiological probable cause it is glaucoma and other diabetic retinopathy. On the other hand, regarding severe visual impairments, in both cases because the epidemiological detected Chances are different in that one is the glaucoma and another AMD. In the clinical category of blindness in 100% of older adults epidemiological probable cause is cataract, which as will be discussed below causes most common low vision.

Discussion
The prevalence of low vision (Velázquez, 2009) found in adults over San Isidro, The General during the second half of 2012. It was 4.3%, and although was lower than expected it was taken into account when calculating the sample. To determine the prevalence was used reference nearby geographical areas, for example, rural areas of Guatemala with percentages of 12.5% (Limburg, et al. 2008), and


Although there are references to explain these contrasts, the truth is that what happened in Costa Rica it is not so distant from what it happens in other countries where efforts have been made to strengthen and expand coverage specialties through social security. An example is what happens in Spain where a little less than one million inhabitants are diagnosed with low vision (Report Blindness in Spain, 2012).

Notable in this study that cataract is the cause most common low vision (4/8). This accords with the results found in other analyzes concluding that between 43 and 88% of cases of blindness in Latin America they are curable and are caused, in general, falls or errors of refraction (Jimenez., et al. 2006). This origin it deserves a special mention as well as four patients diagnosed with low vision, presenting three they screened excluded cataracts and who had not received treatment surgical. Therefore, we could be facing a higher prevalence. Lay as definitive prevalence found 4.3%, regardless idiosyncratic and cultural adaptations, could cause bias. Coverage in Costa Rica social security is very broad, but has serious problems in how quickly he provides the service, long waiting lists still common for surgery. Ophthalmology is no exception and it is unknown whether this could be influencing the prevalence found. The particular situation deserves a holistic analysis. Considering the three cataract patients they have not received surgical treatment, but under current definitions require service low vision care, we could be faced with a prevalence of low vision in adults higher close to 6.0%.

Followers of the definitions given by the WHO probably does not share the results that prevalence, but must analyze the individual in its sociocultural context. It is possible that in first world countries, with an adult Cataract surgery is rapidly once it is diagnosed and this will exclude from a patient low vision. In Costa Rica the population it has older adult health coverage 100% by Social Security, but can be the case that patients are assessed in ophthalmology department of the local hospital, but no they all have real and effective access to east for timely service, according to consultations made by researchers waiting lists are nearly three years as specialists performed two to three surgeries a week and face drawbacks due to the unavailability operating room, making it very slow attention the user.

Another important finding of this study was sighted older adults. Attached to the concepts issued by WHO were not assessed in consultation optometric those whose best visual acuity was 20/50 or 20/40 in the better eye. Since aging is constant, these patients in a very short time could be a helpdesk requiring low view.

Regarding the age variable it can be said that Costa Rica is not prepared to meet older adult population with visual disabilities. The Costa Rican population pyramid is taking the trend reversed, and this puts changing demographic study of the population Costa Rica through population pyramids (1963-2030), where it is stated that in this country in thirty years the population structure it will be very different from that of 2000. The progress of aging population will experience Costa Rica involve a marked increase in the. Presence of the adult population, with values above 10%, due to lower population fifteen years with values below 20%. Very probably, in the short or medium term there will be a low incidence greater than that found vision.

The state report study status of the person older adults in Costa Rica (State of Health 2008). It has some similarities with the results of this investigation, as mentioned in Costa Rica 74% of older adults use glasses,2% do it for distance, 32% for close to 37% for both problems. Furthermore, describes eyeglass prescription is less men (67%) than women (77%), and women make daily use of them more percentage (44%) than men (30%), data very similar to those found here.

The age of patients with low vision is another variable in which similarities are presented with other studies (Alemany and Tejeiro, 1998; Hernandez1998; Perez., et al. 1996), as the average of our study is 86 years. Furthermore, studies They mention that with the passage of time tends to reduce the use of glasses; which does not say, necessarily, that older adults more than eighty years they are in visual conditions better than the young, and the vision improves with age, but it may relate to the inadequate preventive behavior under increasing age, as they become less frequent the eye exams.

In Costa Rica it is likely that problems associated with low vision are due to involutional changes of own age and the average of life in our environment has increased over development of our health system and program care of the elderly. There is another coincidence with the Study Health Status (2008), where it is stated that the presence of cataract increases with age, rising 25% in less than seventy years 52% in those over eighty. In that same study, three out of ten seniors state that a specialist has found them waterfalls, of which only 50% has been operated. In the variable gender differences are with respect to other studies, because in this particular of the eight patients with low vision six are male. It has been noted elsewhere the predominance of females in 12.2% than males (Alemany and Tejeiro, 1998; Hernandez, 1998; Perez., et al. 1996). Concretely, a study on statistics Low Vision Department in Madrid found 60% of cases were sex female (Edwin, 1997).

It is thought that this relates to an average longer life in women and the fact that these diseases increases with age. Is Unlike findings it could be based on that Women are those who support more programs prevention and health promotion. Are the Costa Rican women who attend consultations more Medical, which has perhaps influenced positively on their health. In men, in our experience, it costs more to have collaboration programs of prevention, care and monitoring. As an example, two men were excluded from this study for not wanting to continue the second part (optometric clinical assessment) despite having presented results altered during screening. Chronic diseases are present in this specific population, but not in a frequency very high. However, the presence of one or more chronic events in these patients may accelerate decreased visual acuity, bringing thus more reserved prognosis. Moreover, it was found that the needs care of the eight adults diagnosed low vision are not covered. Thus in 100% of the cases have not received, neither they nor their caregivers, any induction on his condition. This hinders attention comprehensive adult, as some kind of possible violence, such as neglect or omission in the personalized care for the elderly patient; eg sit in a corner waiting adult that advance the hours, or put in front of a TV that you cannot see.

The information given in this research regarding assisting seniors with disabilities visual is related to another national study which concludes: The gradual decline in family size, produced by decreasing fertility Costa Rica, involves changes regarding the assistance from the formal systems support. This is essential, especially when viewed the importance of the children in helping seniors with disabilities both Costa Rica, as in other areas of America. Hence the importance of programs promote collaboration between the family and the health services in the care of the population dependent elderly, especially in areas such as rural areas, where the pressure Family economic difficulty such transfers. (Gómez,2004)

Clinically, regarding contrast sensitivity, in four of eight patients who was possible to evaluate the result was altered. This considered normal in patients with cataract, which It was the most frequent cause epidemiological found. In four of the eight patients with low vision was able to perform this test and results in 100% failed the frequencies spatial low 1.5 cycles per degree. TO In this respect, the study of Sekuler and Hutman (1980) concludes that the reduced sensitivity elderly patients at low frequencies not. It can be explained in terms of optical factors or as a result of eye disease, but that this probably reflects a loss of subsystem responsible for detecting this type of frequencies.

In the assessment of the central field of vision the gribs Amsler, in cases where it was possible perform (4/8), the results were 75% altered. It should be mentioned that this test You can diagnose whether a particular form patient has any pathology or macular level para macular (Edwards and Llewellyn, 1993), which hope fully in the older population, where AM Do ccurs.

In perimetry in the four cases in which could be performed (4/8) values were on average on the upper angle 30° and the lower angle 20°, and are obvious fields reduced viewing them. This affects the patient mobility, even when more He corroborated in both history and visit to their homes, they are not put up for easy movement of a limited patient visually. This could be generating in security in displacement. Further, in the colour vision test, of patients that could be evaluated (4/8) was It concludes that 75% are tritanómalos (deficient to colour vision) and 25% deuteranomalous (deficient in green-red and purple).
In a comprehensive analysis of the results it can be stating that the involvement is clinically significant, it is affecting the quality of life adults and found as observed and documented by the interview could be affecting the quality of life of caregivers the health of these seniors. In a study transversal (Haegerstrom, 1999) with a sample nine hundred older adults concluded that changes in spatial vision, loss color vision and stereops is (depth vision) and a constriction of the fields Peripheral vision under conditions of care inadequate uniquely combine a individual with a significant impact on the functions daily life.

Clinical tests carried out are specific (Bellmunt, 2007) for low vision and the definition of case is very clear. In summary, a senior with areas of reduced vision, trouble recognize colors, shapes and contrasts as well as reduced visual acuity, is a patient low vision. This becomes more representative when the epidemiological link was observed linked very common eye diseases in the elderly and cataract, glaucoma and AMD. 50% of altered can be seen in clinical category of blindness, which is related with other studies that suggest that the number of people with low vision or blindness in the world is surprisingly high and it increases as extending life years (Barria, 1999).

The great advances in the field experienced medical and ophthalmic surgery have not I have avoided many people end up by have visual impairments (Thylefors, 1997). TO this respect should analyze what happened with the three excluded positive patients, who have waterfall and have not received surgical treatment. You cannot say that the wait for surgery this Crystal pathology at the local hospital, Dr. Fernando Escalante Pradilla, the CSSS, contributes prevalence have now demonstrated in this study, but remains for further research. It helps determine how this situation the prevalence found. It may be the case that many of these seniors wait for his eye surgery a long time, perhaps more due, which directly affects not only the quality of life of the elderly, but also that of their family environment should be maintained, individual in that day will decrease the visual capacity. This study had limitations as bias memory, as some older adults medical history remembered general health, eye health and vision care. Additionally, he had face shortages of baseline studies in Costa Rica and Latin America; probably It is pioneering research in the country.

For practical purposes, the sample size used and the sampling method give us a study with high internal validity and very representative epidemiological and clinically low vision in older adults, in the geographic area where the study was conducted, in this case San Isidro Perez Zeledon. For a developing country like Costa Rica and is seeking the common good and under the disabled, joining plans improvement as the National Policy Disability 2011-2021 (Ponadis) is serious see the lack of coverage for seniors visually impaired.

Only with a multidisciplinary care model You will have the desired success. Participation of clinical psychologists, therapists are required visual, specialized low vision optometrists, nurses, general practitioners, geriatricians, psychiatrists, ophthalmologists and other medical specialties. Heteamflow vision rehabilitation is a group various caregivers who must be committed with individual empowerment affected, optimizing their safety, autonomy and quality of life (Pizzimente and Roberts, 2005).

**Recommendations**

It is essential to implement a model multidisciplinary care for the elderly visually impaired. You do not have institutions governmental or private in San Isidro. The General to provide specialized care this population. This research demonstrated there is a need and that this must be covered by the State. Lack spreading the message nationally and only the prevention in visual and ocular health, since it comes only when the conditions have already caused irreparable effects. It must implement a suitable program and sustainable care for the elderly, with ratings where interdisciplinary staff avoque is to give greater attention to that It provides today. For years the system Health has worked only in part biologista disease and multiple obviates factors affecting this population, for which you should do a comprehensive job networks specialized support.

It was part of the research objective, but evidently found results serve to that government agencies make decisions regarding actions for quality life of visually impaired older adults.

---


In addition, you must build a cantonal action plan to establish infrastructure and ensure long-term financing and make adults seniors with visual disabilities to have the same level of opportunities as their counter parts not disabled; this often requires an increase funding. Social participation, including community needs, awareness campaigns, receptiveness encourage, promote perceptions and recognition capabilities, limitations and people skills, with the goal of building a more inclusive society. When needs are understood and desired independence of people with disabilities, we will live in a better country, with equity and equality among all members of society. As discussed in this research should be strengthened the first levels of health care, to develop high-impact programs low social economic cost. It also requires induce demand for care services visual entities responsible for health, activity guidance and channeling the population to eye care services, and train technicians in primary care visual health programs making acuity visual, in order to identify community in general, adults over 65 years vision problems. Should negotiate with the relevant authorities a screening program detection of cataract or other alterations Visual and promote consultation services optometry, ophthalmology and surgery. It is essential manage the implementation of a plan epidemiological surveillance for eye health as the Centres for Disease Control Atlanta, and obtain relevant information for timely action (Jimenez, 2010).

The response capacity of ophthalmology Local must be improved and the amount of specialized attention to human resources, especially in rural areas. In a country that moving towards a more long-lived population reality, the ophthalmology and all other services should seek to offer a consistent and timely response to future needs. In addition, the visual result of cataract surgery it can improve. The results of this Research can help you plan and estimate the prevalence and causes of blindness and low vision in the medium term.

To create health strategies, it is essential have truthful information systems. This achieved through new legislation in that notifiable declare relevant events level of visual health. For example, as that is reported to the diabetic debut VE01 and other pathologies, for optometrists and ophthalmologists notification should be required before the Rector Public Health and Disability capturing each low vision patient I attended. You could be thereby better idea of what the actual population with disabilities visual, whether older adults, adults in general or children in Costa Rica. The same would apply to infants and young children myopic, which also they should be notifiable. To help patients with low vision is CCSS necessary besides dispense lenses as it stipulated in Article 48 the Health Insurance Regulations also provides the option to dispense optical aids. There was studied rehabilitation, but in one case it was shown that a bar magnifying, tiposcopio and continuous reading lectern He improved on white background. In the case of no optical aid, they could be given by the Canton technical colleges as part of the tasks that students perform their part industrial arts, or made by students National Learning Institute. The need to create a system observed information fed by data which are not limited the number of visits per year. It is important visual epidemiology know Costa Rica in order to implement strategies for areas and groups age with sustainable and targeted distribution economic, technical, professional resources, and welfare.

A study in Colombia concluded that "Without proper systematization of information about epidemiological aspects of patients revealing the incidence and prevalence, its causes and socio-demographic characteristics Clinics and patients who have it. Knowing these aspects is vital for improve coverage, care of patients, social adaptation, and to perform management guidelines according to their needs, restructure policies Public considering disability visual and stimulate research in the field of low vision” (Cannon, 2011).

Conclusions

Low vision prevalence was found in the seniors lower than expected, which is positive; however, the care given these patients by the pertaining institutions, especially the CCSS, it is untimely and inefficient. In addition, important lack of information was detected contextualized view concerning to low Costa Rica, which leads to lack of cooperation Some older adults and their care givers, who require a multidisciplinary care service so far not received. Casuistics applied is based on the detection of the prevalence of the disease, but not in their pathologies predecessors. Finally, it is necessary develop epidemiological research and low vision clinic.
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